Guildford
Price £450,000 (Freehold)
Riverside Victorian cottage. Featuring an impressive juxtaposition between the incredibly close proximity of Guildford train station just
opposite, and the tranquillity of the River Wey gliding by to the rear, this two double bedroom extended cottage offers the best of a number
of worlds. Planning permission has also been granted to a add third bedroom and 1st floor bathroom. EPC Rating: E
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Riverside Victorian cottage. Featuring an impressive juxtaposition

planning has been approved to assist this process. Upon request we

between the incredibly close proximity of Guildford train station just

can provide the proposed plans to add a third bedroom and

opposite and the tranquillity of the River Wey gliding by to the rear,

upstairs bathroom.

this two double bedroom extended cottage offers the best of a
number of worlds.

Being double fronted, the accommodation on both first and second

●

No onward chain

●

Planning permission for rear extension

●

Central location

●

2 minutes walk to railway station

floors is arranged either side of a central entrance hall and landing.
To the left hand side is the sitting room, so detached from the
neighbouring property, with a Victorian fireplace with gas fire. The
house has been single-storey extended right across the rear so the
sitting room now leads through into an additional reception area
which would work very nicely as a study area. To the right hand
side, the dining room features a lovely full height, exposed brick
open fireplace and leads through into the kitchen. Very smartly
appointed featuring quartz stone work surfaces and integrated
appliances. A good size bathroom, tiled in natural Travetine stone
includes a thermostatic shower and automatic lighting.

Upstairs there are two good double sized bedrooms, both of which
are twin aspect with rear views looking up and down the River Wey.
There is also scope to add an extension to the first floor at the rear.
We understand that some structural work has been carried out and
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Floorplan
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Directions
Brilliantly located particularly if the Guildford to Waterloo commute is at the heart of your move being practically opposite the train station.
Similarly, it is within a few minutes stroll of Guildford's fabulous town centre with its beautiful and historic High Street, huge array of bars,
cafes, restaurants and shops. All in all this is an attractive period house in the heart of central Guildford.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASERS: We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however, they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any contract and
none is to be relied upon as statements of representation or fact. The services, systems and appliances listed in this specification have not been tested by us and no guarantees as to their
operating ability or efficiency are given. All measurements have been taken as guide to prospective buyers only, and are not precise. If you require clarification or further information on
any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some distance to view.
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